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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the following two custom functions:
SeriesSum (num) = Case (num &gt; 0 ; num + SeriesSum (num - 1))
SeriesSum2 (num; total) = Case (num &gt; 0; SeriesSum2 (num 1; total + num); total) Which statement is true in this
situation?

A. SeriesSum (- 5) will result in?.
B. SeriesSum2 (2; 3) will result in?.
C. SeriesSum (4) returns the same result as SeriesSum2 (3 ; 4).
D. Neither function can compute a result if num = 25000.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Mary has written an agent which is not thread safe. In which
two run contexts can Mary safely run this agent? (Choose two.)
A. called via a DIIOP application
B. from a Notes client where the agent uses RUNONSERVER
C. called via OpenAgent from a browser
D. scheduled to run on server
E. from an IBM Notes client
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is migrating to Dynamics 365 for Finance and
Operations from a legacy system. The company is creating new
questionnaires for customers.
When the survey responses come in, the company wants to provide
ratings as a foundation for a further discussion.
You set up questionnaire types, question types, and
questionnaire parameters.
You need to design the questionnaire.
In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move
all actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations
/talent/design-questionnaires

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which configuration restricts the amount of SSH that a router
accepts 100 kbps?
A)
B)

C)
D)
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
C
D
B
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